My task is to provide an overview of spacecraft power systems:

- Programmatic trends
- Power system tradespace
- State-of-the-art
- Development directions
NASA Power Needs

- Power is a critical commodity for all engineering efforts and is especially challenging in the aerospace field. There are important challenges to NASA missions in aerospace power – including generation, energy conversion, distribution, and storage. NASA’s newest vehicles will have power systems based on current technology, but will have the challenges of being light-weight, energy-efficient, and space-qualified. Future lunar and Mars "outposts" will need high power generation units for life support and energy-intensive exploration efforts.
- Basic systems engineering trades are conducted for crewed spacecraft. Trades for such applications are conducted with priorities that are quite different from those of more general applications. Solutions have been chosen via this process for crewed spacecraft in power generation, energy storage, electric power distribution and control (EPD&C), and actuation of thrust vectors and aerodynamic (aero) surfaces.
NASA’s Exploration Roadmap

- 1st Human CEV Flight
- Robotic Precursors
- 7th Human Lunar Landing
- Lunar Outpost Buildup
- Mars Development
- Commercial Crew/Cargo for ISS
- Space Shuttle
- CEV Development
- Crew Launch Development
- Lunar Lander Development
- Lunar Heavy Launch Development
- Earth Departure Stage Development
- Surface Systems Development
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Safe, Accelerated, Affordable and Sustainable Approach

- Meet all U.S. human spaceflight goals
- U.S. system capable of servicing the International Space Station
- Significant advancement over Apollo
  - Double the number of crew to lunar surface
  - Four times number of lunar surface crew-hours
  - Global lunar surface access with anytime return to the Earth
  - Enables a permanent human presence while preparing for Mars and beyond
  - Can make use of lunar resources
  - Significantly safer and more reliable
- Minimum of two lunar missions per year
- Provides a 125 metric ton launch vehicle for lunar and later Mars missions and beyond
- Higher ascent crew safety than the Space Shuttle
- Orderly transition of the Space Shuttle workforce
- Requirements-driven technology program
In 2005, NASA conducted the Exploration Systems Architecture Study (ESAS) to define the initial lunar exploration architecture, and to identify key technology needs. The ETDP consists of 12 projects that are formulated to address the high priority technology needs for lunar exploration identified by the ESAS. The projects are: Structures, Materials, and Mechanisms, Protection Systems, Propulsion and Cryogenics, Avionics and Software, In-Situ Resource Utilization, Robotics, Operations, and Supportability, Environmental Control and Life Support, Energy Storage, Fission Surface Power Systems, Thermal Control, and Crew Support and Accommodation, and International Space Station (ISS) Research and Operations. Several of these projects have power and energy systems as key elements. In energy storage, advanced lithium-ion batteries and regenerative fuel cells (Figure 1) for energy storage are being developed. These technologies will enable a solar power system to store energy for use by the outpost during the lunar night, and they will provide power to mobile systems such as EVA suits and rovers. The Fission Surface Power Systems project is developing concepts and technologies for affordable nuclear fission surface power systems for long duration stays on the Moon and exploration of Mars. NASA is collaborating with the Department of Energy (DOE) on development of fission surface power system concepts. The Thermal Control project is developing heat pumps, evaporators, and radiators for thermal control of the Orion and lunar surface systems such as habitats, power systems, and EVA suits. For Crew Support and Accommodation, component technologies for an advanced Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) suit are under development. The current spacesuit used on the Shuttle and ISS cannot be used for walking on the Moon due to limited mobility and high mass. These component technologies for EVA include life support, thermal control, energy storage, and dust mitigation. In-situ resource utilization will require significant power provision and provide reactants for fuel cells.
Power is also a critical technology for the proposed missions of NASA’s Science Mission Directorate.

- Solar power generation plays an important supporting role for some of their Roadmap “Flagship” missions and is even more important for missions in the New Frontiers and Discovery Programs. To effectively use solar arrays farther from the Sun, specific power improvements are needed to enable more power per kilogram of solar array and in Low Intensity Low Temperature (LILT) technology. NASA is currently planning a New Millennium space validation experiment that is seeking to validate arrays with performance of 175 W/kg, double the current state–of–practice.

- Energy storage technology was critical to the success of robotic exploration missions such as the Mars Exploration Rovers. In that mission, improvements of almost a factor of two in specific power and a factor of four in specific volume made it possible to pack a significant and successful science payload. Performance improvements in rechargeable batteries are still needed for operations at both high and low temperatures.
Science Mission Directorate’s Power Needs

- Science Mission Directorate Flagship missions are to destinations where, due to extreme operating environments, nuclear power may be required for electrical power production and thermal management.
  - Venus Mobile Explorer mission, Advanced Stirling Radioisotope Generator (ASRG) would produce increased specific power for space missions and can be used to cool the electronics as well as produce power.
  - Europa Explorer (EE) and Mars missions - NASA and DoE are currently developing a Multi-Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (MMRTG), capable of operating in space or in an atmospheric environment. This dual-purpose system will enable more flexibility in power requirements to support missions with lower power needs. The power of each MMRTG unit is about 100 watts electric.
  - Titan Explorer mission, MMRTG’s could be used if small modifications were made to its heat-rejection system.
I’ll now discuss:
•How basic systems engineering trades to meet the program requirements I just mentioned are conducted for manned spacecraft with priorities that are quite different from those of more general applications
•Solutions chosen via this process for manned spacecraft in
  •Power generation & energy storage
  •EPD&C
  •Actuation (thrust vector and control surfaces), including hydraulic and electromechanical actuation
There are common considerations for the design of a power system for any application, with only a variation in priority.

• All elements of Cost
• Power and energy densities
• Emissions (pollutants, greenhouse gases, noise)

All must be optimized within a hard constraint of safe operability in the field.
Trade Space for Electric Power Systems

Spacecraft Electric Power Systems:

- Specific Power/Energy (kW/kg; kWh/kg)
- Specific Power/Energy (kW/kg; kWh/kg)
- Specific Power/Energy (kW/kg; kWh/kg)

Constraint: Mission Reliability/Durability

Override: Development Cost ($MM)

For spacecraft to date, things have been like with real estate……

With launch costs hovering at $20K/kg, specific power and energy has overwhelmed almost any other consideration

- NASA has stuck to this rule, but has begun to sometimes run up against exceptions (which we’ll discuss)

The absolute constraints is not public safety but mission reliability, almost always judged by having verifiable redundancy, and sufficient durability, which, with the advent of the long missions planned for Exploration Initiative, is becoming a much more challenging issue. In general redundancy trumps weight in importance.

That is: TWO FAULT TOLERANT TO CATASTROPIC FAILURE = AT LEAST THREE INDEPENDENT POWER STRINGS….when this doesn’t end up decreasing reliability. Redundancy management is crucial and complicated.

PRA calculations are only a minor input to design decisions, as database is too small. PRA’s are used in operational decisions.

We will push mass reduction and redundancy until we hit the overriding constraint of development cost…and we sometimes hit that before we thought we would. Note that recurring production and even operational costs are not primary considerations. We don’t fly enough.
For power generation and energy storage, we’ll discuss three technologies.

- Solar sources (photovoltaics for direct electric generation)
- Direct chemical conversion (primary batteries and fuel cells for generation only and secondary batteries and regenerative fuel cells for storage of energy from other generation sources)
- Nuclear sources (radioactive decay with Pu and atomic fission) with heat engine conversion
The locus of maximum specific energy solutions for a given power demand and mission duration have been plotted on this chart.

- Taken from a 1970’s text.
- Lines have not and will not move much (except between batteries and fuel cells)
- Changes have been primarily in the development cost (from industrial state-of-the-art to spacecraft-ready) and perceived development risk of each solution.
Trades on that chart and judgements of development cost/risk have driven solutions selected for manned spacecraft.

- Mercury was a short mission with low power demand.
- ISS has nearly indefinite mission length with high power demand.
- The constraint Development cost has kept nuclear power from any manned mission so far.
Power Generation and Energy Storage

Solar Power

Photovoltaic arrays

Conversion efficiency improvements are focus of much research in nanotechnology

Unmanned spacecraft limited to surface-mount or one-time deployable arrays

Manned spacecraft capable of deployable, pointable, and retractable arrays

• Among the power generation options, we’ll first discuss solar power.

• Photovoltaics produce power from the photoelectric effect: incident sunlight creates an electric potential between p and n semiconductors that can drive a current.
  • Voltage output very sensitive to current draw, so current must be carefully managed string-by-string (ISS keeps power at lower point on curve to save current)
  • Electromagnetic conversion efficiency (defined as a percentage of incident radiation converted) driven by semiconductor materials selected.

• Solar photovoltaics remain solution of choice for near earth power generation
  • First utilized in 1970s
  • Much materials research focused on improvements in very low efficiency (nano engineering yielding thin films and quantum dots to capture a wider spectrum, nanotube conductors) NASA and DoD are supporting this research.
  • Yield linear improvement in surface area and mass

• Concerns with reliability of kinematic chains in the thermal, vacuum, and freefall environment of space limit unmanned spacecraft to surface mount arrays or to one time deployable arrays (with resulting limits on maneuverability)

• Availability of astronaut intervention as back-up enables much more efficient arrays on manned spacecraft. Arrays can be retracted to allow energetic mission maneuvers and pointed optimize power generation.
  • Note that the ISS arrays’ two-axis pointing and deployment/retraction mechanisms have been utilized three times. We’ve had to send astronauts out to fiddle with it two of those three times.
  • P6 and P4 are up now. S4 up next in 3/15. S6 (final) planned for 7/08.
•We’ll now turn to batteries and fuel cells.

•Batteries and fuel cells can each be used as either a primary power source or as a secondary energy storage system

•Fuel cells have fuel and oxidant fed to or generated from storage tanks
•Batteries contain all chemical reactants internally

•Both technologies have been the focus of large commercial investment for electronics, industrial, and transportation applications

•NASA has tried to take advantage of this to meet its mission requirements at less of a development cost…with varying degrees of success.
I’d like to make a couple of points with the fundamentals of direct conversion:

- In direct chemical conversion, a current is driven by the electrochemical potential of a fuel/oxidant pair driving ions through an electrolyte.

- Unlike Carnot heat engine conversion, efficiency limited by ratio between Gibbs Free Energy and Enthalpy released by the reaction rather than by differences in temperature between heat addition and rejection.

- Available potential is driven by reactivity (e.g., concentration) of species involved (partial pressure in fuel cells; state of charge in batteries)

- The practical performance limitations on both batteries and fuel cells are driven by the shape of the polarization curve, which is in turn driven by reaction kinetics and cell pressure and temperature.

- Shape of polarization curve is subject of considerable research, especially nanotechnology (nanotubes can reduce effective current density and lower ohmic resistance in electrodes; first effect is primary.).

- NASA JSC works with GRC and JPL in this area.
There is a lot of commercial interest in fuel cells (automobiles, APU.s). Commercial investment in Hydrogen Economy focuses on problems very different from manned program needs.

- Minimize expensive catalyst vs. Maximize efficiency (0.4 mg/cm² vs 25 mg/cm²)

- NASA has little concern for manufacturing cost (Shuttle keeps 23 plants or parts for plants in inventory; has only bought ~100 stacks over the 30 years of space shuttle)

- Manned program needs about the same durability (commercial: 5000 hr auto but 40000 hr fixed; space 10000 hr +) and highest possible thermodynamic efficiency.

- Commercial focus on fuel reforming and contaminant compatibility vs. NASA availability of pure reactants (this may change)

  - May be common ground in electrolysis for producing oxygen on moon
As for the decision on whether to use a fuel cell or a battery, there is a classic specific energy curve (for volume as well). For a 10 kW spacecraft bus demand and a comparison between SOA Li-Polymer batteries and H2/O2 alkaline fuel cells with supercritical storage, lines cross at about 26 hrs.

As for a projection of the future, the fuel cell line slope will likely not change much, though dry mass by decrease by ~20%. Li-Ion battery slope (i.e. specific energy) may improve dramatically (almost double..nanoengineering). With this, lines would cross at ~50 hrs.

The shuttle drew 13-15 kW on-orbit during the last mission. Peak of 21kW during ascent.
Power Generation and Energy Storage

Spacecraft Fuel Cell Development

Alkaline
• >0.9 V/cell with pure reactants
• Operate at ~80 °C
• High rate load following
• ~5000 hr durability
• Fuel-side water management
• Best solution for manned spacecraft to date
  • Apollo
  • Shuttle
  • ISS (Electrolysis for O₂ production)

Proton Exchange Membrane
• >0.8 V/cell with pure reactants
• Operate at ~90 °C
• Compatible with CO₂
• High rate load following
• ~10,000 hr durability
• Oxidant-side water management
  • Gravity independence difficult
• Focus of commercial investment
• Needed for long duration spacecraft
• Regenerative applications

Solid Oxide
• >1.0 V/cell with pure reactants
• Operate at ~800-900 °C
• Compatible with many impurities
• Very poor load following
• Unproven durability
• No water management in stack
• Possible solution for steady load applications
  • Electrolysis for lunar O₂ production

• Choices we have made in fuel cells reflect very clearly the specific energy vs durability trade.
  • While fuel cells can be run on a variety of fuels and oxidants (e.g., methanol and hydrogen peroxide), the reactants of most interest both commercially and from NASA are hydrogen and oxygen.
  • Fuel cells capabilities are characterized by the electrolyte chosen and the temperature at which the electrolyte is ionically conductive and durable.
  • Since spacecraft to date have been able to rely on absolutely pure reactants, high efficiency (65%) alkaline chemistry has provided the best solution to date for LEO manned missions of <30 days.
    • Durability was sufficient for Apollo and Shuttle and even ISS,
    • ISS electrolysis for breathing oxygen is done with alkaline chemistry
  • PEM fuel cells are somewhat less efficient (50%) but theoretically more durable than alkaline.
    • Much commercial investment is going into PEM as they can work with reformate, but two-phase water management is an issue for durability.
    • Automotive focused minimizing the amount of precious metal catalyst (~0.4 mg/cm²) with at least 5000 hour durability
    • Gemini had a PEM system, but very short life. (barely lasted the missions)
    • NASA testing focused on maximizing cell voltage (will accept 25 mg/cm² in catalyst) with >10,000 hour durability. Water management is also a greater challenge without gravity.
    • NASA and industry have interest in high temp (120 C) PEM.
  • Solid Oxide fuel cells are very efficient (75%) but high temperature
    • Much commercial interest in APU applications (steady load), as SOFC can work with dirty fuels (even directly oxidize CO, CH₄)……SECA project.
    • Cycle life is a challenge
    • Exploration may find this useful for steady electrolysis applications.
  • Four early returns on shuttle, two due to fuel cells (STS-2, debris in H₂ pump led to flooding; STS-36 CPM delta V from early O₂ exposure led to suspicion, later unfounded, of failed cell…put in individual monitoring
• In batteries NASA requirements not as different from commercial as with fuel cells
  • NASA has much less concern for recurring cost
    • ISS Ni-H battery is expensive
    • NASA has more extreme durability/reliability requirements
  • Good results have been obtained in applying commercially developed battery CELL technology to manned space applications.

• Four programs provide examples:
  • ISS
  • Space Shuttle Electrohydraulic pump upgrade study (not flown we’ll discuss later)
  • EMU upgrades
  • X-38 (prototype crew escape vehicle for ISS-not flown)
• The use of commercial grade cells was pioneered with our work on the X-38 project’s secondary batteries (1999).
  • Secondary batteries selected to allow for top off after checkouts on-orbit
  • Rate capability at best specific energy drove chemistry selection. (Li-Ions not really understood yet)
  • X-38 program developed concept of custom aerospace batteries built up from small, lot screened, commercially manufactured cells.
    • Greatly reduced development cost
    • Minor hit in specific energy
•With the Electric APU project, we also considered the use of commercial vs. custom aerospace cells.

•The EAPU project was an exception to the specific energy priority: 2000 lb vehicle weight penalty was to be paid to ease ground operations and eliminate some failure modes with hydrazine.

•EAPU project developed to replace hydrazine gas turbine-driven hydraulic pumps) with battery-fed electric hydraulic pumps (33 gpm max each).

•Shuttle Program invested in EAPU development for operational hazard reduction at the price of INCREASED weight.
  •Hydrazine fueled APUs were a hazard during turnaround ops and considered high flight safety risk.

•Li-ion chosen for mass, rate, and life (rechargeable between missions)
  •Peak power at end of mission: low voltage capability in motor control (nominally 270V) traded with total battery size and thermal runaway risk.

•Technology program traded between single string of large, aerospace cells (ability to bypass failed cell) and multiple strings of small, commerical cells on a life cycle cost basis

•Planned retirement of Shuttle in 2010 led to cancellation technology program after Columbia accident and before completion.
Power Generation and Energy Storage

Secondary Battery Energy Storage

ISS eclipse storage batteries selected for cycle life and specific energy

Ni-H₂ in operation
• ηₜ₉ = 85% BOL
• Eₒ = 1.3 V
• 29 W-hr/kg
• 50 W-hr/l
• 40,000 cycle life

Li-Ion replacements under study
• ηₜ₉ = 95% BOL
• Eₒ = 3.8 V
• 70 W-hr/kg
• 250 W-hr/l
• 10,000+? cycle life

• We are currently looking at Li-Ion batteries as replacements for the ISS Ni-H₂ eclipse storage batteries. Considers life cycle cost as well as mass/volume savings
  • The nickel hydrogen batteries in use for ISS eclipse energy storage were the best cycle life and energy density combination available in the 1980’s (at any price….very expensive)
  • EOL replacements may take advantage of tremendous growth in Li-Ion technology.
    • Improved round-trip efficiency (thus, less heat load)
    • Vastly improved volumetric energy density (more payload room on Shuttle)
    • Possibly cheaper to procure (use of commercially produced, standard cells)
    • Cycle life in question
    • Study and test program on-going
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Secondary Battery Energy Storage

Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) battery replacement chosen for durability.

Ag-Zn in flight operation
- $\eta_{th} = 70\%$
- $E_0 = 1.5$ V
- 80 Wh/kg EOL
- 32 cycle life
- 15 month calendar life
- Crew activation and maintenance on-orbit

Li-Ion replacements in development
- $\eta_{th} = 90\%$
- $E_0 = 3.8$ V
- 67 Wh/kg EOL
- 100 cycle life
- 5 year calendar life
- Discharge at C/10
- No crew activation or maintenance

Life cycle cost is again weighted more than specific energy in the decision to replace the EMU battery.

In order to reduce crew maintenance time and increase life, commercially developed lithium polymer cells have been selected to replace silver zinc batteries on orbit.

Specific energy is slightly sacrificed to greatly increase durability.

Improved thermal efficiency is provided but is not a driver for the new design.
• One example of primary battery application:
  • Primary battery chosen to maximize specific energy at rate required.
  • Heat sink for adiabatic discharge to eliminate need for in-space heat rejection
    • Very high specific energy, even including heat sink
    • Relatively low discharge rate.
Our final power generation technology will be nuclear sources:

First radioactive decay heat.

Decay heat from either Pu or Po

- Raw material Pu extremely expensive, no longer being made in the US.
- RTGs have a long and successful history in space probes
  - Apollo experiment packages, Pioneer, Voyager, Viking, Galileo (Pictured), Ulysses, Cassini, New Horizons (40 to 245 We)...fuel is 21 years old
  - Extremely high specific energy (45 kg RTG run 14 years @ 100W = 270 kWh/kg
  - Very low specific power (~2-3 W/kg)
- ASRG is a new generation system yet to be flown
  - Enabled by development of small scale, balanced stirling engines; higher efficiency conversion that can last as long as the heat source.)
  - Better than double the specific power.
- Exploration applications envisioned for unmanned rovers
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Nuclear Power
Fission Power Reactors

SNAP-10
• Launched 1965
• ~500 We
• Thermoelectric

SP-100
• Designed 1990’s
• 100 kW
• Thermoelectric
• Fast spectrum
• Li coolant
• T = 1375K
• Nb-Zr cladding

JIMO
• Designed 2000’s
• 200 kW
• Brayton
• Fast spectrum
• He-Xe coolant
• T = 1050K
• Refractory cladding

Fission Surface Power
• Current study group
• 25-100 kW
• Brayton or stirling
• Fast spectrum
• NaK coolant
• T = 900K
• Stainless steel cladding

• Our history with Fission power shows how the drive for higher specific energy & power has led us to hit the development cost limit

• Drive to increase specific energy leads to choice of fast spectrum reactors
  • Less moderator mass but higher U-235 fuel loading (3-5% enrichment for thermal civil power reactors; 90% for submarine & fast reactors, 93% bomb grade)
  • Weight savings requires more enriched uranium

• SNAP-10A (which flew!) and SP-100 program intended as demonstrators

• Desire for specific power maximization drove to High temperature reactors and conversion to save radiator mass (radiator area as T^4!)
  • Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter JIMO had specific mission
  • High temperature brayton conversion to save radiator mass

• Programs to date required expensive materials development for reactor
  • Surface power study aims at using current civil/navy reactor materials (closer to 800K)
    • Lower development costs trade well for increased radiator mass
    • Higher fuel enrichment adds to security cost
Power Distribution and Control

28 VDC unregulated, redundant bus historical baseline in manned spacecraft
• Aircraft heritage
• Acceptable efficiency with low current, short cable runs, resistive loads
• Safe for crew contact
• Requires stiff source for voltage control

Shuttle Orbiter  
ISS Russian Segment  
X-38

• The focus for the engineering of power distribution & control systems has been, along with minimization of wire weight, reliability. This is the area where redundancy management has been attacked and is most complex.

• Aircraft-heritage 28 VDC systems was the baseline power distribution solution for manned spacecraft (Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Soyuz)
  • Allow acceptable losses with low power (<20 kW) systems made up of primarily resistive loads
  • Not a shock hazard
  • Lack of active regulation requires low impedance source to maintain voltage within a reasonable range
  • We’ll see how such systems have been implemented on Shuttle, the X-38, and the ISS Russian Segment
• With the Shuttle Orbiter, nearly two fault tolerance was implemented.

• Shuttle Orbiter has three cross-strapped 28 VDC buses, each fed by a fuel cell with 7 kW max rated power. With all but the most critical equipment powered down, the Orbiter could land on one of these. Triple redundancy only really exists for the critical loads.

• 28 VDC (27-32 VDC): 15 kW nominal on-orbit, 21 kW peak. 500 A

• As DC motors were poor options in the 1970’s (permanent magnets of sufficient field were expensive, heavy, and temperature sensitive) the Shuttle was designed with 3 116 VAC, 3 phase, buses fed via inverters from the DC buses to serve motor and some computers. These busses are not cross strapped (complicated for AC), but crew can install jumpers with in the cabin.

• Switching:
  • Hybrid solid state switches for <5A
  • RPCs are solid state switches for 3-20A, current limiting
  • Hybrid relays (solid state logic controls mechanical contacts) control 4A AC motors.
  • Mechanical Power contactors control FC-to-main and bus ties. (0.5” pin in 5” cylinder)
• In contrast to the Shuttle, the ISS Russian Segment, also of 1970’s heritage, did not attempt full string, two fault tolerance in redundancy management. They focused on high reliability.

• Actively controlled solar array strings feed Ni-Cd batteries and one large central bus bar. A very large (0.6 F) capacitor across the bus bar controls voltage very tightly. There are redundant feeds to critical loads.

• The bus can also share power through DDCUs with the USOS.
X-38 28 V bus took redundancy management for power to a higher level than Shuttle.

- Not three strings, but four, with a virtual “5th” power string used to maintain voting logic in case of two strings going down.
ISS USOS compromised among many new requirements
  • Long cable runs
  • Changing configuration
  • Shared photovoltaic/battery source

Trades between specific power and development risk/cost resulted in two stage, regulated DC bus: 160 VDC primary (exterior); 120 VDC secondary (pressurized volumes)

• The USOS of the ISS presented challenges for which the 28V systems were not adequate. There were much longer cable lengths to consider and redundancy management had to consider an evolving vehicle. Two fault tolerance was generally maintained.
  • Traded between three radically different power distribution options:
    • 20 kHz 116 VAC offered minimum transmission losses, minimum transformer mass, and crossover switching, but required flat cables (“wave guides”) to reduce reactance, presented new EMI potential, required new connector development
    • 400 Hz 116 VAC offered aircraft heritage, reduced transmission losses but presented low frequency EMI issues in “Free Flyer” platforms initially planned (needed common bus for ORU interchangeability).
    • 160/120 VDC offered acceptable transmission losses and EMI environment in all vehicles
  • Two buses on each Photovoltaic module. Eight at Assembly Complete. Nominally 78 kW provided by USOS at user interface at 123-126 VDC
    • Load redundancy management requires complicated schemes
    • 20 kHz solid state switches in SSU shunt power from the 82 strings (400 cells ea. with bypass diodes) available in each wing to follow load and keep array power near peak.
    • BCDU bidirectionally switches power to or from batteries depending on power level from arrays.
    • MBSUs (4 present; 180A each; some current limited, some not) switch primary bus at 160 V, DDCU step down to 120V secondary which is managed by multiple RPCM (all solid state switching).
Actuation

Gas turbine hydraulic pumps deliver highest specific energy solution for launch vehicles
  • Thermal challenges on long-duration flights
  • Inspection expensive for reusable vehicles

Shuttle Orbiter APU/Hydraulics System

• We’ll now turn to actuation: my final topic
• Mass and redundancy mgmt are again the two main issues.
• Hydrazine-fed gas turbine hydraulic pump was highest specific energy actuation solution for Shuttle.
• Three APUs pressurize three cross-strapped hydraulic strings with constant speed, variable volume pump.
  • For aerosurface control, nozzle TVC, and main engine valve control, brakes,
  • Only Elevon actuators two fault tolerant with three strings to the actuator.
• Others are single fault tolerant (two strings) at each actuator.
  • If two systems fail, all actuators can operate at reduced capability.
• In the electric APU program, we studied the use of electrically pumped hydraulics (discussed in the battery section)

• We maintained the same redundancy scheme as the existing system and were willing to pay a weight penalty to increase safety and reliability and ease ground turnaround.

• Technology program tested all components – 270 VDC system to lower wire weight

  • Cancelled after Columbia drove shuttle retirement in 2010.
• Advent of more effective permanent magnets enabling DC motors, along with advent of lower resistance solid state switching, have made EMAs attractive vs hydraulic systems in spacecraft.

• Lower maintenance and more durability than hydraulic systems in aircraft applications.

• For X-38, optimal system include high voltage 270 VDC battery fed systems, commutation in ECUs for high speed, low torque (and low inertia) DC motors.

  • Two fault tolerance was achieved in power distribution, but the main redundancy management issue was with the motors on the ball screws.

  • For aerosurfaces X-38 EMAs went to three torque summed motors with simulated fourth to maintain voting. (1 fails, other two had to drag it; one jams, the actuator is lost.)

  • All three drove one ball screw on each EMA

• Winch actuators single string.
Another reliability issue with electric actuation is corona. This comes up on vehicles with high-voltage systems operating during ascent or descent, when they pass through the “Paschen region.”

Corona design standards exist, but risk is workmanship dependent.

Corona events in EAPU battery and pump, and in X-38 EMA

Lack of verified means of checking out long cable runs for corona potential was one factor in Ares upper stage turning away from EMA systems to hydraulics.
Summary

• Fundamental trade space is well explored and relatively static
• Industry-wide technology advancements have not improved performance as much as they have lowered development cost. (Exception: Batteries)
• Further R&D by NASA, universities and industry can make defined options more accessible to NASA’s Mission Directorates and expand mission capabilities.
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Power is a critical commodity for all engineering efforts and is especially challenging in the aerospace field. This paper will provide a broad brush overview of some of the immediate and important challenges to NASA missions in the field of aerospace power – for generation, energy conversion, distribution, and storage. NASA’s newest vehicles which are currently in the design phase will have power systems that will be developed from current technology, but will have the challenges of being light-weight, energy-efficient, and space-qualified. Future lunar and Mars “outposts” will need high power generation units for life support and energy-intensive exploration efforts. An overview of the progress in concepts for power systems and the status of the required technologies are discussed.
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I. Introduction

This paper provides an overview of some of NASA’s major missions and discusses the space power systems which will be needed. Crewed spacecraft power systems are discussed, including their history, the state-of-the-art, and future development directions. An overview is provided which reviews how basic systems engineering trades are conducted for crewed spacecraft and describes how trades for such applications are conducted with priorities that are quite different from those of more general applications. This paper then reviews the solutions which have been chosen via this process for crewed spacecraft in power generation, energy storage, electric power distribution and control (EPD&C), and actuation of thrust vectors and aerodynamic (aero) surfaces.

II. NASA Program Needs

With the advent of the Exploration Initiative, for the first time in many years NASA must go back to the drawing board and create a new crewed spacecraft. The plan is to produce the new Orion crew exploration vehicle (CEV) using as much current technology as possible, with minimal technology development, in order to stay within budget. The Exploration Technology Development Program (ETDP) (Ref. 1) supports NASA’s Exploration Program by maturing near-term technologies that will enable first flight of the Orion crew exploration vehicle in 2014, and by developing long-lead technologies that are needed for establishing an outpost on the Moon around 2020. The primary customers of the ETDP are the designers of flight systems in the Constellation Program, which is developing the Orion and the Ares crew launch vehicle, and the Lunar Precursor Robotic Program (LPRP), which is developing robotic missions that will survey potential landing sites and map lunar resources. The ETDP reduces the risk of infusing new technologies into flight projects by maturing them to the level of demonstration in a relevant environment in time to support the Preliminary Design Review of the target flight system. Some of the technologies being developed involve power generation and energy storage systems.

In 2005, NASA conducted the Exploration Systems Architecture Study (ESAS) (Ref. 2) to define the initial lunar exploration architecture, and to identify key technology needs. The ETDP consists of 12 projects that are formulated to address the high priority technology needs for lunar exploration identified by the ESAS. The projects are: Structures, Materials, and Mechanisms, Protection Systems, Propulsion and Cryogenics, Avionics and Software, In-Situ Resource Utilization, Robotics, Operations, and Supportability, Environmental Control and Life Support, Energy Storage, Fission Surface Power Systems, Thermal Control, and Crew Support and Accommodation, and International Space Station (ISS) Research and Operations.

Several of these projects have power and energy systems as key elements. In energy storage, advanced lithium-ion batteries and regenerative fuel cells (Figure 1) for energy storage are being developed. These technologies will enable a solar power system to store energy for use by the outpost during the lunar night, and they will provide power to mobile systems such as EVA suits and rovers. The Fission Surface Power Systems project is developing concepts and technologies for affordable nuclear fission surface power systems for long duration stays on the Moon and exploration of Mars. NASA is collaborating with the Department of Energy (DOE) on development of fission surface power system concepts. The Thermal Control project is developing heat pumps, evaporators, and radiators for thermal control of the Orion and lunar surface systems such as habitats, power systems, and EVA suits. For Crew Support and Accommodation, component technologies for an advanced Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) suit are under development. The current spacesuit used on the Shuttle and ISS cannot be used for walking on the Moon due to limited mobility and high mass. These component technologies for EVA include life support, thermal control, energy storage, and dust mitigation. In-situ resource utilization will require significant power provision and provide reactants for fuel cells.

These technologies will be incorporated into the major elements of the Exploration architecture – the Crew Exploration Vehicle (Orion), the Lunar Lander, and the Lunar Outpost, as well as for the International Space Station. The Orion and Lunar Lander vehicles will certainly require power systems and the designs are currently being worked out by NASA and its contractors. But a big challenge will be found in the power system for the Lunar Outpost. NASA is planning to construct an outpost at the south pole of the Moon around 2020. The polar region was chosen because this location has nearly continuous sunlight for supplying the outpost with solar power, and the thermal environment is moderate. The outpost will be assembled from habitat and power modules that are landed with each mission. Power is one of the most critical technology needs for the lunar outpost. Current plans call for the outpost to be solar powered. Solar array modules on mobile platforms will be deployed several hundred meters from the outpost and widely spaced so that they can track the sun without shadowing each other. Each solar array module will generate about 6 kW of power. Also, lightweight deployable and inflatable structures are planned to be fabricated out of a multifunctional fabric which would include thin film solar cells for power generation. Occasionally, the sun will set or be eclipsed by lunar mountains. The solar power system will contain regenerative
fuel cells to supply energy to the outpost during the dark periods. NASA Glenn Research Center is developing prototype regenerative fuel cells to store energy (Figure 1). During the daylight periods, excess power from the solar arrays will be used for electrolysis to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. The hydrogen and oxygen will be stored in tanks, and then reacted together during the dark periods to produce electricity and water in the fuel cells. Eventually nuclear fission surface power systems may be developed and tested on the Moon to prepare for Mars exploration. NASA is partnering with the Department of Energy and industry to study concepts for affordable fission surface power systems.

Power is also a critical technology for the proposed missions of NASA’s Science Mission Directorate (Ref. 3). Solar power generation plays an important supporting role for some of their Roadmap “Flagship” missions and is even more important for missions in the New Frontiers and Discovery Programs. To effectively use solar arrays farther from the Sun, specific power improvements are needed to enable more power per kilogram of solar array and in Low Intensity Low Temperature (LILT) technology. One mission planning to use solar power is Juno, a Jupiter Polar Orbiter selected as the second New Frontiers mission. ESA’s Rosetta mission, a comet mission traveling to similar distances from the Sun as Juno is also solar powered. Applications to other missions planned by the Science Mission Directorate are also possible. While advances in solar power generation may allow the use of solar power farther from the Sun than is the current practice, there are many mission architectures for which it may not be feasible. For example, as solar energy passes through the atmosphere of Titan, it is reduced by at least a factor of five, greatly reducing the effectiveness of solar arrays. Aerial platforms and landed vehicles would spend up to an Earth week without any sunlight as a result of the length of diurnal cycle on Titan. NASA is currently planning a New Millennium space validation experiment that is seeking to validate arrays with performance of 175 W/kg, double the current state–of–practice.

Advances in energy storage are also critical to the power systems that will serve future NASA Science Mission Directorate missions. For instance, energy storage technology was critical to the success of robotic exploration missions such as the Mars Exploration Rovers. In that mission, improvements of almost a factor of two in specific power and a factor of four in specific volume made it possible to pack a significant and successful science payload. Further developments needed to support this program are advances in the performance of rechargeable batteries for operations at both high and low temperatures. Future Mars orbiter missions are typified by the Mars Telecom Orbiter (MTO), scheduled for launch in 2009. While the design for this mission is still being developed, it is clear that the communication bandwidth necessary for the relay of data from future Mars surface missions will likely require substantially greater power levels than those used on previous orbiter missions. It is expected that the mass and volume savings from use of Li-Ion batteries will be even greater than it would have been for previous orbiters. Missions to the outer planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, require a wide range of energy storage capabilities. In addition to large, highly capable orbiters powered by radioisotope power systems (RPS) that require advanced rechargeable batteries for communication and peak power, these missions also typically include atmospheric probes or icy moon landers. Probes and landers require low mass and volume primary energy storage devices that can operate at low temperatures. In the past, high energy density primary batteries were used to supply power to atmospheric probes. Such missions require primary batteries with mass and volume efficiency, long calendar storage life (> 10 years), radiation tolerance and minimal voltage decay. Li-SO2 primary batteries have been utilized to power the payloads of the Galileo probe, and the Huygens Titan probe (going to Saturn as part of the Cassini-Huygens mission). Non-lithium-based primary batteries would have been impractically heavy. This would have impacted the mass and volume of the batteries, as well as the thermal shielding, due to their large mass fractions of the entry payload (30–50% of the entry mass). If the advanced primary batteries — more mass- and volume efficient, and capable of operating at lower temperature and higher rate (e.g. Li-SOCl2 or Li-CFx) — had been available, substantial mass savings could have been achieved. The savings in probe mass could have reduced the spacecraft mass by as much as four times the battery mass savings.

Future atmospheric probes (such as those proposed for future Jupiter and Neptune missions) require advanced primary energy storage that can operate over a wide range of temperatures. This flexibility can reduce thermal protection mass and bulk, to enhance these missions by increasing the payload and extending the operating life. The operational temperature requirement varies from mission to mission and depends also on the thermal system design. The ability to withstand high g-loads (>100g) is required for the initial atmosphere entry phase. The aeroshells required for atmospheric probe missions are estimated at 30 to 50% of the total entry mass. This implies that each 1 kg savings in battery mass result in a corresponding 1.5 to 2 kg savings in probe mass, even without considering savings in structure and thermal protection mass. Energy storage systems with reduced mass and volume will make the difference between these missions being limited to one probe or having the capability to carry two or three probes, greatly increasing the science benefit from atmospheric probe missions.
Europa, the second Galilean satellite of Jupiter, has an icy surface shell that is believed to cover a global ocean. Because of the challenging propulsion requirements for safe landing on an airless body, it is estimated that each kilogram of savings in landed mass would result in a 20 kilogram (or greater) savings in corresponding launch mass. Europa lander concepts of varying sizes and lifetimes are being examined. For very small landers with limited lifetime (radiation is also a major life limiting factor on Europa), primary batteries will be the preferred choice. Advanced primary batteries capable of operating at temperatures lower than –60°C would help extend the lifetime of these landers. As with Mars landers, a lower temperature operation will reduce the size of the thermal control system but that will be the subject of a detailed study. Somewhat larger landers might use a miniature Radioisotope Power System (RPS) (whose development is being pursued by NASA and DoE) that could provide 10–20 watts of electrical power. In this case, rechargeable energy storage with very high mass and volume efficiency will be required to provide power for communications and instruments. For a large lander, powered by one or two 100W class RPS units, it is possible, in theory, to implement the mission without batteries. However, studies performed by JPL’s Advanced Products Development team have indicated that batteries with specific energy >150 Wh/kg provided substantial performance benefits. Many more missions will benefit from improved energy storage technology, as discussed in detail in Reference 4.

Four of the planned Science Mission Directorate Flagship missions are to destinations in the outer Solar System where, due to extreme operating environments, nuclear power, such as Radioisotope Power Systems (RPS) may be required for electrical power production and thermal management. For instance, little solar energy reaches the surface of Venus where the Venus Mobile Explorer mission will descend and the hot environment will prevent power generation using today’s solar cells. Nuclear power has played a significant role in the exploration of the Solar System, in many cases enabling missions that could not have been achieved otherwise. The key advantages of RPS’s are their long life, robustness, compact size, safety and high reliability. They are able to operate continuously, independent of orientation to and distance from the Sun, on missions where solar photovoltaic power is not feasible to meet mission requirements and stored energy from batteries or fuel cells is inadequate. RPS’s are also relatively insensitive to radiation and other environmental effects. These properties have made RPS’s ideally suitable for autonomous missions in the extreme environments of outer space and on planetary surfaces. Missions using RPS’s have included Earth–orbiting navigation satellites (Transit, Nimbus); Apollo missions (12, 13, 14, and 15); Pioneer 10 and 11; Viking 1 and 2; and Voyager 1 and 2 (still operating after almost 30 years). The Galileo, Ulysses, Cassini, and the New Horizons Pluto–Kuiper Belt missions were equipped with GPHS–RTGs (General Purpose Heat Source – Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators). These power systems were designed for operations in a space environment without atmospheres. Their production was closed down; however, components for two or three other units still remain and could be potentially considered for future outer planet missions.

To respond to future needs for radioisotope power for both Mars and outer planet missions, technology is being developed for a Multi–Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator, see Figure 2. NASA and DoE are currently developing the Multi–Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (MMRTG), capable of operating in space or in an atmospheric environment. This dual–purpose system will enable more flexibility in power requirements to support missions with lower power needs. The power of each MMRTG unit is about 100 watts electric which is about 1/3 the power of the GPHS–RTG. Multiple MMRTG’s can be used to support missions requiring more power with some mass penalty compared to the GPHS–RTG. Therefore, the MMRTG could support the requirements of the proposed Europa Explorer (EE) mission. Furthermore, advanced versions of RTGs, using thermoelectric converters (Figure 2) with efficiencies significantly higher than the current state–of–practice, could provide higher specific power and more electric power from within the same physical package. While multi–mission capable, the MMRTG would require small modifications to its heat–rejection system to be useful for the Titan Explorer mission. Advanced RTG’s, using thermoelectric converters with efficiencies significantly higher than the current state–of–practice, through the use of nano–technology, for instance, could provide higher specific power and more electric power.

NASA is also currently developing a Stirling Radioisotope Generator (SRG) with a dynamic power converter (Figure 3), which has comparable specific power to the MMRTG, but has a significantly higher thermodynamic efficiency. Figure 4 is a photograph of a Stirling convertor which will be used in an advanced version of the SRG (ASRG) to produce increased specific power for space missions. In view of the shortage of plutonium–238 available to NASA, an SRG technology would be very important to the Agency. The higher thermodynamic efficiency of these mechanical devices would also be important for the application of RPS power to the proposed Venus Mobile Explorer mission. Stored power is inadequate for the preliminary mission design of many months of operation near the Venus surface, and no other power generation technologies capable of tolerating the extreme temperature and pressure are likely available. A unique SRG for the Venus Mobile Explorer mission would not only generate electric power, but it would also enable a highly efficient heat pump that would cool the electronics and payload. Current
SRG development work does not include a requirement to operate in the 460-degree C Venus environment. Future development work should include work on dynamic conversion systems for power generation and for active cooling to address the need for sustained power at or near the surface of Venus.

### III. Power System Trade Space

When designing a power system for a NASA mission, there are common considerations for the design for any application, with only a variation in priority. These include all elements of cost (development, production, and operation), specific power and energy, and emissions (e.g., pollutants, greenhouse gases, noise). All must be optimized within a hard constraint of safe operability in the field.

However, for crewed spacecraft with launch costs hovering at $20K/kg, specific power and energy overwhelm almost any other consideration. NASA has stuck to this rule but has begun to sometimes run up against exceptions (which will be discussed below.) The absolute constraint is not public safety but mission reliability, almost always judged by having verifiable redundancy, and sufficient durability, which, with the advent of the long missions planned for Exploration Initiative, is becoming a much more challenging issue. In general, redundancy trumps weight in importance. NASA’s design paradigm is that any system, including power systems, must be two fault tolerant to catastrophic failure (i.e., have at least three independent power string), provided this does not in effect decreasing reliability. Redundancy management is crucial and complicated. Note that probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) calculations are only a minor input to design decisions, as database is too small. PRA’s are used in operational decisions.

Spacecraft power system designers will push mass reduction and redundancy until the overriding constraint of development cost is hit, and this is sometimes hit unexpectedly. Note that recurring production and even operational costs are not primary considerations. Crewed spacecraft do not fly enough to render their operating cost significant when compared to development cost.

### IV. Power Generation and Energy Storage

For power generation and energy storage, three technologies will be discussed:

1. Solar sources (photovoltaics for direct electric generation).
2. Direct chemical conversion (primary batteries and fuel cells for generation only and secondary batteries and regenerative fuel cells for storage of energy from other generation sources).
3. Nuclear sources (radioactive decay and atomic fission) with heat engine conversion.

The locus of maximum specific energy generation and storage solutions for a given power demand and mission duration are plotted on Figure 5. This figure was developed in the 1970’s. The lines have not and will not move much (except possibly between batteries and fuel cells). Changes in this field over time have been primarily in the development cost (from industrial state-of-the-art to spaceflight-ready) and perceived development risk of each solution. Figure 6 shows the power generation and energy storage solutions selected for past and prospective NASA crewed spacecraft. The solution selections have been driven by the mass trades exemplified on Figure 5 and by judgments on development cost and risk. Mercury was a short mission with low power demand, whereas ISS has nearly indefinite mission length with high power demand. The constraint of development cost and risk has kept nuclear power from any crewed mission so far.

#### A. Solar Sources

Photovoltaics produce power from the photoelectric effect: incident sunlight creates an electric potential between p and n semiconductors that can drive a current. Voltage output of a cell is very sensitive to current draw, so current must be carefully managed string-by-string. For example in Figure 7, the International Space Station (ISS) photovoltaic arrays are managed to keep power at lower point on curve in order to minimize current and, therefore cable weight. Electromagnetic conversion efficiency (defined as a percentage of incident radiation converted) driven by the semiconductor materials selected. Solar photovoltaics remain solution of choice for near earth power generation.

Photovoltaics were first utilized on spacecraft in the 1970s. Much materials research has since been focused on making improvements in the very low efficiency (~15 % for GaAs cells), and nanoengineering techniques are yielding thin films and quantum dot solutions to capture a wider spectrum of radiation and thereby improve efficiency. Such improvements, supported by both NASA and DoD, yield linear improvements in surface area and, thereby, specific power.
Concerns with reliability of kinematic chains in the thermal, vacuum, and freefall environment of space have limited uncrewed spacecraft to surface mount arrays or to one time deployable arrays (with resulting limits on maneuverability). The availability of astronaut intervention as back-up enables arrays that can be retracted to allow energetic mission maneuvers and pointed to optimize power generation, with resulting improvements in full mission specific power. Note of the three times, as of this writing, that the ISS arrays’ two-axis pointing and deployment/retraction mechanisms have been actuated on-orbit, astronaut back-up has been required twice.

**B. Direct Chemical Conversion (Fuel Cells and Batteries)**

Fuel cells and batteries can each be used as either a primary power source or as a secondary energy storage system. Fuel cells have fuel and oxidant continually fed to the cells. Batteries contain all chemical reactants internally. Both technologies have been the focus of major commercial investment for electronics, industrial, and transportation applications. NASA has tried to take advantage of this to meet its mission requirements at less of a development cost, with varying degrees of success.

In direct chemical conversion, a current is driven by the electrochemical potential of a fuel/oxidant couple driving ions through an electrolyte. Unlike in Carnot heat engine conversion, direct conversion efficiency is limited by the ratio between the Gibbs free energy and the enthalpy released by the reaction rather than by the difference in temperature between that at which heat is added and rejected. The available potential is driven by the reactivity (e.g., concentration) of species involved (partial pressure in fuel cells; state of charge in batteries). The practical performance limitations on both batteries and fuel cells are driven by the shape of the polarization curve (see Figure 8), which is in turn driven by reaction kinetics and cell pressure and temperature. Manipulation of the shape of polarization curve is subject of considerable research, especially in nanotechnology (e.g., carbon nanotubes can reduce effective current density, thus moving left on the polarization curve, and lower ohmic resistance in electrodes.)

The trade on whether to use a fuel cell or a battery in a given spacecraft application is most clearly displayed by a classic specific energy curve (See Figure 9). Comparing between SOA Li-Polymer batteries and H2/O2 alkaline fuel cells with supercritical storage for a 10 kW spacecraft bus demand, the lines cross at about 26 hrs. As for a projection of the potential of future technology development, the fuel cell line slope will likely not change much, though dry mass by decrease by \(\sim 20\%\). Li-Ion battery slope (i.e. specific energy) may improve dramatically, even double. With this, lines would cross at \(\sim 50\) hrs.

1. **Fuel Cells**

   There is a great deal of commercial interest in fuel cells, particularly for transportation and distributed generation. Commercial development efforts for this “hydrogen economy” focus on problems very different from those of the crewed space program. Such efforts seek to minimize the amount of expensive catalyst (platinum) at the expense of cell voltage and efficiency. For example, the automotive industry seeks fuel cells with a platinum loading on the cathode as little as 0.4 mg/cm\(^2\), whereas the Space Shuttle’s fuel cell power plants have 20 mg/cm\(^2\) of platinum and gold on the cathode. This is intended to get unit manufacturing costs for a rate that may approach of hundreds of thousands of units per year as low as possible. NASA crewed vehicle programs have little concern for recurring manufacturing cost. For example, the Shuttle program keeps 23 plants or parts for plants in inventory and has only bought just above 120 stacks over the 30 years of the program. Also, while crewed space program applications require about the same fuel cell durability as most commercial applications (5000 hr for automotive applications; 40000 hr for fixed distributed generation; more than 100000 hr for crewed space), the priority on specific power leads the space program to demand the highest possible cell voltage and thermodynamic efficiency (automotive goal is 700 mV/cell at nominal power; Space Shuttle runs at 950 mV/cell). Finally, a commercial development focus is perfomance for a variety of fuels of variable quality, while NASA’s applications can generally count on the availability of pure reactants. This may change, however, as NASA explores the utilization of fuels and oxidants produced from lunar regolith. Hydrogen production by electrolysis may require similar design solutions for both NASA and commercial applications.

   Design choices NASA has made in fuel cells reflect the trade between maximum specific energy and mission durability. While fuel cells can be run on a variety of fuels and oxidants (e.g, methanol and hydrogen peroxide), the reactants of most interest both commercially and from NASA are hydrogen and oxygen. Fuel cells capabilities are characterized by the electrolyte chosen and the temperature at which the electrolyte is conductive of ions and durable. Since spacecraft to date have been able to rely on absolutely pure reactants, high efficiency (\(\eta_{th} \sim 65\%\)) alkaline chemistry has provided the best fuel cell solution to date for low earth orbit (LEO) crewed missions of less than 30 days. Durability of such fuel cells was sufficient for Apollo and Shuttle applications and even for ISS (ISS electrolysis for breathing oxygen is done with alkaline chemistry). PEM fuel cells are somewhat less efficient (\(\eta_{th}\))
improved round-trip efficiency (thus, less heat load) and lower recurring cost by means of commercially produced, (up to 70 Wh/kg) and vast improvement in volume specific energy (up to 250 Wh/l). This technology also offers tremendous improvements in Li-Ion technology, which promise significant improvement in mass specific energy 40,000 cycle life at 29 Wh/kg and 50 Wh/l. The end-of-life replacements under study may take advantage of the batteries in use the best cycle life and energy density combin ation available in the 1980’s at any price, providing a traded between single string of large, aerospace cells (with ability to bypass a failed cell) and multiple strings of cycle life and also considered the use of commercial vs. custom aerospace cells. The initial technology program the selection of an energy storage solutions, the EAPU project chose Li-ion chemistry for specific energy, rate, and kW at the end of mission and an average discharge rate of C/2. It also had to be rechargeable between missions. In the electrohydraulic pump necessitated that the storage system deliver 28 kWh at 230-360 V with a peak power of 180 electric hydraulic pumps that provide a maximum of 33 gpm each. The power and energy requirements of the programs provide examples for secondary batteries: the ISS, the Space Shuttle electrohydraulic pump development effort study, improved batteries for the extravehicular mobility unit (EMU, i.e. spacesuit), and the X-38 development project (a prototype crew escape vehicle for ISS).

The use of commercial grade cells in crewed spacecraft applications was pioneered with NASA’s work on the X-38 project’s secondary batteries in the late 1990’s. Secondary batteries were selected for both the 270 V electromechanical actuator (EMA) system and the 28 V avionics system in order to allow for top off after checkouts on-orbit. The highest specific energy at the discharge rate capability required drove the cell chemistry selection: NiMH cells for the steady 3 C discharge of the 28 V system and NiCd cells for the 1-10 C discharge rate of the 270 V EMA system. The reliability and durability of Li-Ion chemistry was perceived at the time as being insufficiently understood to use in a crewed vehicle. The X-38 program thus initially developed the concept of custom aerospace batteries built up from small, lot screened, commercially manufactured cells. This greatly reduced development cost at the price of a minor decrease in specific energy from that available from custom aerospace cells.

In an exception to the crewed spacecraft priority on maximum specific energy, the Shuttle electrohydraulic unit project (commonly known as the Electric Auxiliary Power Unit or EAPU) was initiated for operational hazard reduction at the price of DECREASED specific energy. The APUs extant are considered a hazard during turnaround operations and counted among the higher flight safety risks in the Shuttle. A 900 kg vehicle mass penalty was to be paid to ease ground operations and eliminate some failure modes associated with the hydrazine system. The EAPU project planned to replace hydrazine gas turbine-driven hydraulic pumps with battery-fed electric hydraulic pumps that provide a maximum of 33 gpm each. The power and energy requirements of the electrohydraulic pump necessitated that the storage system deliver 28 kWh at 230-360 V with a peak power of 180 kW at the end of mission and an average discharge rate of C/2. It also had to be rechargeable between missions. In the selection of an energy storage solutions, the EAPU project chose Li-ion chemistry for specific energy, rate, and cycle life and also considered the use of commercial vs. custom aerospace cells. The initial technology program traded between single string of large, aerospace cells (with ability to bypass a failed cell) and multiple strings of small, commercial cells on a life cycle cost basis. The planned retirement of Shuttle in 2010 led to cancellation technology program after Columbia accident and before completion.

The ISS Program is currently studying Li-Ion batteries as possible replacements for the extant Ni-H$_2$ eclipse storage batteries. This trade considers life cycle cost as well as mass and volume specific energy. The Ni-H$_2$ batteries in use the best cycle life and energy density combination available in the 1980’s at any price, providing a 40,000 cycle life at 29 Wh/kg and 50 Wh/l. The end-of-life replacements under study may take advantage of the tremendous improvements in Li-Ion technology, which promise significant improvement in mass specific energy (up to 70 Wh/kg) and vast improvement in volume specific energy (up to 250 Wh/l). This technology also offers improved round-trip efficiency (thus, less heat load) and lower recurring cost by means of commercially produced,
standard cells. However, Li-Ion cycle life capability remains in question and may not match that of the Ni-H2. Study and test programs are on-going as of this writing.

Total life cycle cost is again weighted highly with specific energy in program to replace the EMU battery. In order to reduce crew maintenance time and increase life, commercially developed Li-Ion cells have been selected to replace Ag-Zn batteries extant. Specific energy is slightly sacrificed (Ag-Zn at 80 Wh/kg; Li-Ion at 67 Wh/kg) to greatly increase cycle life (Ag-Zn at 32 cycles; Li-Ion at better than 100 cycles). Development is underway as of this writing.

Finally, one example of the use of primary batteries in vehicle level energy storage is in the X-38 program. The relatively low discharge rate (C/7) required to operate the vehicle’s de-orbit stage allowed the selection of Li-MgO2 primary chemistry, offering a specific energy of 141 Wh/kg inclusive of the required heat sink.

A. Nuclear Power Generation

The final power generation technology to be discussed is nuclear. The two nuclear power sources studied for application in spacecraft are: radioactive decay and atomic fission.

1. Radioactive Decay

The heat from radioactive decay has been the most commonly applied nuclear source of energy in spacecraft. Decay heat from either Pu-238 or Po-210 has been used to produce spacecraft bus power via heat engine conversion. Furthermore, Radioisotope Heater Units, or RHU’s, have been used on many missions for component heating. Radioactive Power Systems (RPS’s) have consistently demonstrated unique capabilities over other types of space power systems, in many cases enabling missions which could not have been achieved otherwise. RPS’s generate electrical power by converting the heat released from the nuclear decay of radioactive isotopes (typically plutonium-238) into electricity via static or dynamic conversion processes. The spacecraft design solution to date has involved packaging the radioactive heat source with thermoelectric conversion elements to form a radioisotope thermoelectric converter (RTG). The radioactive materials are toxic and extremely expensive. In fact, Pu-238 is no longer being made in the US. However, RTGs offer extremely high specific energy (45 kg RTG run 14 years @ 100W = 270 kWh/kg) but very low specific power (~2-3 W/kg). Due to this capability, RTGs have a long and successful history in powering deep space probes and other long mission sensing packages. As discussed below in Section 2, RPS’s have been successfully flown by the United States on 25 space missions. The advanced Stirling radioisotope generator (ASRG) is a new generation system under development enabled by the commercially-driven advent of small scale, balanced Stirling engines. The higher efficiency conversion provided by Stirling technology effectively doubles the specific power available from a radioisotope source with no change in specific energy. Along with the Science Mission Directorate applications discussed in Section 2, the Exploration Program envisions possible applications for SRG’s in uncrewed lunar and planetary rovers.

2. Atomic Fission

The historic attempts at fission power exhibit how the drive for maximum specific energy and power has led programs to reach the development cost limit before completion. The priority specific energy leads to choice of fast spectrum reactors. Such reactors need less moderator mass but higher U-235 fuel loading and, to further improve specific energy, more highly enriched fuel elements (i.e., only 3-5% U-238 enrichment is required for thermal spectrum civil power reactors; 90% for submarine & fast reactors, 93% for weapons). The SNAP-10A was a 500 kWe demonstration reactor launched in 1965 and is, far, the only fission reactor put in space by the U.S. In subsequent space fission power programs, the priority on specific power maximization drove to designers to high temperature reactors and heat engine conversion to minimize radiator mass (radiator area decreases as T^4!). Such programs to required expensive materials development for reactor fuel element cladding and heat engine converters. This drove the 1990’s SP-100 program (a 100 kWe demonstration reactor with its core at 1375 K) and the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO - a proposed deep space mission with a 200 kWe reactor with a 1050 K core temperature) to be cancelled due to limits on technology development funding. The NASA/DOE study on-going under the EDTP is considering fission reactors for lunar/planetary surface power with core temperatures in the 800 K range (close to that of current civil/Naval reactors). It is expected that the resulting lower development costs will be a good trade for the increased radiator mass resulting from a lower reactor core temperature.
Electric Power Distribution and Control

The priority for the engineering of spacecraft power distribution and control systems has long been, along with minimization of cable weight, reliability. Thus, this is the field in which redundancy management has been attacked and is most complex.

A. 28 VDC Systems

Aircraft-heritage 28 VDC systems have been the baseline power distribution solution for crewed spacecraft (Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Soyuz, Space Shuttle, ISS Russian Segment). The short cable runs in these spacecraft allow acceptable resistive losses and cable weight for low power (<20 kW) systems made up of primarily resistive loads. The low voltage also does not constitute a shock hazard for the crew. Any need for active regulation is relieved by providing a low impedance power source to maintain voltage within the required range. Discussed below are the examples of such systems as implemented on the Space Shuttle Orbiter, the X-38, and the ISS Russian Segment.

With the Shuttle Orbiter, nearly complete two fault tolerance was implemented. The Shuttle has three cross-strapped 28 VDC buses, each fed by a fuel cell with 7 kW maximum rated continuous power. With all but the most critical equipment powered down, the Orbiter could land on one of these, thus providing basic two fault tolerance in power generation. In power distribution, however, triple redundancy is only in place for the critical loads. This saves weight and complexity. The Shuttle main bus normally provides 15 kW on-orbit (21 kW peak capability) at 28 VDC (range 27-32 VDC) and 500 A. Note, however, that as DC motors were poor options in the 1970’s (permanent magnets of sufficient field were expensive, heavy, and temperature sensitive) the Shuttle also has three 116 VAC, 3 phase, buses fed from the DC buses via inverters to serve motors and some computers. These busses are not cross strapped, but the crew can install jumpers between them within the cabin. For switching, the DC main buses use hybrid solid state switches for loads under 5A, solid state Remote Power Controllers (RPC) for loads under 20 A, and large mechanical power contactors for the fuel-cell-to-main-bus and between-main-bus ties. The AC buses use hybrid relays to control the AC motors.

In contrast to the Shuttle, the ISS Russian Segment, also of 1970’s heritage, did not attempt full string, two fault tolerance in redundancy management. Those designers instead focused on high reliability. Actively controlled solar array strings feed Ni-Cd batteries and one large central bus bar. A very large (0.6 F) capacitor across the bus bar controls voltage very tightly. There are singly redundant feeds to critical loads. This bus can also share power through DDCU’s with the ISS USOS.

The X-38 28 V bus design took redundancy management for power to a higher level than Shuttle. This bus was designed with not three strings, but four, with a virtual “5th” power string used to maintain voting logic in case of two strings going down.

The Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle is still in preliminary design as of this writing. Current thinking for power distribution supposes a double-redundant, 28 VDC bus.

B. 120 VDC Systems (the ISS)

The US Operating Segment (USOS) of the ISS presented challenges for which the heritage 28V systems were seen as inadequate. There were much longer cable lengths to consider, and redundancy management had to consider an evolving vehicle in which two-fault tolerance still had to be maintained.

During ISS development in the 1980’s, engineers traded between three radically different power distribution solutions. The option of 20 kHz, 116 VAC offered minimum transmission losses, minimum transformer mass, and crossover switching, but required flat cables (“wave guides”) to reduce reactance. This presented poorly understood electromagnetic interference (EMI) potential and required development of new electrical connector designs. The option of 400 Hz, 116 VAC offered aircraft heritage components and reduced transmission losses but presented low frequency EMI issues in “Free Flyer” platforms initially planned for the ISS (which needed a common power bus for on-orbit component interchangeability). Designers finally settled on an option for a 160/120 VDC system, which offered acceptable transmission losses and EMI environment in all ISS vehicles.

One module of the ISS USOS power bus is sketched in Figure 10. There are two DC buses on each photovoltaic module. Eight such photovoltaic modules will be present at Assembly Complete, providing 78 kW to the user interface at 123-126 VDC. In each module, 20 kHz solid state switches in sequential shunt unit (S’SU) shunt power from the 82 photovoltaic cell strings (400 cells each with bypass diodes) available in each wing to follow load and keep array power near its peak. Battery charge/discharge units (BCDU) bidirectional switch power to or from the storage batteries depending on the power level from arrays. The four main bus switching units (MBSUs - 180A
each; some current limited, some not) on each module switch primary bus power at 160 V. DC to DC converter units (DDCU) step MBSU power down to 120V, at which voltage it is managed by multiple solid state switches. As of this writing the fourth and final ISS photovoltaic module will have been delivered to orbit on Space Shuttle flight (STS-117).

C. High Voltage Spacecraft Power Distribution

The advent of more effective permanent magnets enabling DC motors, along with advent of lower resistance solid state switching, have made electromechanical actuators (EMS’s) attractive to spacecraft designers when compared with heritage hydraulic systems in aircraft and spacecraft. EMA’s offer potentially lower maintenance and more durability than hydraulic systems. Also, in a spacecraft application, EMS’s also present fewer temperature control issues during long missions. However, in order to keep the cable weight down in what is perforce a high power system, designers often choose to distribute power to the EMA’s at high voltage (> 270 VDC).

For example, in the X-38 development program, the optimal design included high voltage 270 VDC battery fed buses, and commutation in ECUs for high speed, low torque (and low inertia) DC motors. Two fault tolerance was achieved in power distribution with cross strapped buses (see Figure 11), but design for redundancy management was more complicated for the motors on the EMA ball screws. For aerosurface control, X-38 EMS’s went to three torque summed motors with simulated fourth to maintain voting. All three drove one ball screw on each EMA. Winch actuators, considered non-critical) were single string.

It is important to note his use of high voltage can lead to a significant reliability issue in launch and descent vehicle applications. During ascent or descent, a vehicle such as the X-38 can pass through an environmental pressure regime known as the “Paschen region,” in which corona can form and lead to dangerous short circuits in the power bus (see Figure 12). Corona design standards exist, but risk is highly workmanship dependent. Corona events took place during testing of the X-38 EMA and its power system. Lack of verified means of checking out long cable runs for corona potential is a major factor in the decision of engineers to turn away from EMA systems to hydraulics in the current design direction for the upper stage of NASA’s new Ares launch vehicle.

VI. Conclusion

The fundamental trade space in spacecraft power systems is well explored and relatively static. Industry-wide technology advancements have not improved performance potential of the various options as much as they have lowered development cost. Further research and development efforts can make the defined mission options more accessible and more reliable for NASA’s Exploration Program and Science Program missions and also expand mission capabilities. Collaboration with industry and academia at all levels is mandatory for the space program’s success.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a Regenerative Fuel Cell. A Primary Fuel Cell uses H2-O2 and combines gaseous hydrogen and oxygen to produce electrical power and water. A Regenerative Fuel Cell couples an electrolyzer to the fuel cell, which uses power from a solar array to electrolyze water to form gaseous H2 and O2, resulting in a closed-loop energy storage system, enabling power generation during the day and the night.

Figure 2: Multi–Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (MMRTG) under development through the sponsorship of the NASA Science Mission Directorate.
Figure 3: Illustration of a dynamic Stirling convertor. Dynamic conversion provides significantly higher energy conversion efficiency than thermoelectric devices can achieve, but at the expense of moving parts and greater complexity. Current development efforts are underway which are providing increased confidence in the use of Stirling convertors for long duration outer planet missions. For power generation in the Venus environment, where the mission lifetime is significantly shorter and the efficiency gain provides a critical advantage, dynamic systems will be required.

Figure 4: Photo of a Stirling Radioisotope Convertor, to be used in an Advanced Radioisotope Generator (ASRG). These devices utilize flexure bearings to minimize wear. The technology has been successfully used in space for cryogenic coolers, but not to date for power generation.
Figure 5: Locus of maximum specific energy solutions for energy storage and power generation in spacecraft applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Mercury</th>
<th>Gemini</th>
<th>Apollo</th>
<th>Skylab</th>
<th>Shuttle</th>
<th>ISS</th>
<th>X-38</th>
<th>CEV</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Batteries</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Battery Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x?</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Fuel Cells</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regenerative Fuel Cell Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x?</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photovoltaics</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Power generation and energy storage solutions for NASA crewed-spacecraft.
Figure 7: International Space Station photovoltaic array voltage curve

Figure 8: Direct conversion polarization curve
Figure 9: Fuel cell and battery specific energy optimization

Figure 10: ISS photovoltaic module and supported bus.
Figure 11: X-38 high voltage power bus.

Figure 12: Corona and the Paschen curve